
INDUCTION WIRELESS POWER BANK WITH
THE OPTION OF CMYK + LED LOGO,
2000-5000 mAh
Unique wireless power bank with a capacity of up to 5000 mAh and
extensive branding options, such as an embossed blanket imprint and
LED lighting of the selected parts of your graphic design. Experience the
future of charging today! A combination of a classic power bank and
wireless (induction) charging technology has resulted in a revolutionary,
yet universal gift for everybody! Of course, you can use also an USB
output for standard charging with USB cable. A sure hit for everybody
who follows the latest trends and goes with the flow. Induction charging
means you simply place a Qi-equipped smartphone on the power bank
and it starts charging. If your telephone (or other mobile device) does
not have this function, no problem! You can add an external wireless
receiver (can be included in the package) and charge wirelessly or
charge normally via USB cable. Our wireless chargers are suitable for all
smartphone or iPhone models equipped with a receiver for wireless
charging.

Product code: PBQ5000
Minimum order: on request
Availability: 3 - 5 weeks

More parameters:

Capacity: 2000 - 5000 mAh
Input: 5V / 2 A
Wireless output: 5V/1 A (5 W)
USB output 5V / 2 A
Suitable for: Smart Phone / iPhone supporting the Oi wireless charging
standard, or equipped with a Qi compatible receiver
For charging via USB also for: Smartphone/iPhone, mobile phones,
MP3/MP4, cameras, e-cigarettes, handhelds etc.

Capacity 2000mAh, 3000mAh, 4000mAh, 5000mAh,

Colour         

Dimensions and packaging Printing options

Dimensions: 100 × 13,5
mm Printing options

Weight: on request Printing material plastic

Standard box: on request

Dimensions of the
box: on request

Maximum printing
dimensions
(front):

100 × 100
mm

Weight including
the box: 217 g

Maximum printing
dimensions
(back):

on request

Packaging
information: on request

HS code: on request


